My Presentation Style
My talks are designed to be of interest to everyone
whether they have a passion for aircraft or not. I use
film footage, technology, music, humour and a
genuine enthusiasm for my subject to provide a
fascinating insight into the topics. Presentations are
delivered in an energetic manner and I am always
willing to take questions at the end. I have given
presentations to numerous audiences ranging from
school children, parent groups, professionals,
enthusiast and older persons groups. I do not use
jargon. My enthusiasm for the subject is often
commented upon and my inclusive style ensures all
will learn something. Being a qualified teacher I am
able to empathise with my audience and adjust my
presentation on-the-fly to ensure it is relevant and of
interest to all. I often receive repeat bookings.

Previous Clients
Chatham Naval Oﬃcers Association
Various Active Retirement Associations (ARA’s)
Pfizer Retirement Association
Unilever Pensions Club
Numerous U3A’s across South East England
Probus Groups
Rotary and 41 Clubs
The RAF Association
Woman’s Institute
NHS Fellowship
The Oddfellows
Adult College of Rural East Sussex
Dartford Masonic Lodge
Residential Care Homes and many others…
Please Book Early To Avoid Disappointment

Contact Details
www.guyinthesky.co.uk

Guy In The Sky
Talks For Groups with
“The Aeroplane Man”

07960 44 94 94
mr.guy.bartlett@gmail.com
To make a booking or to ask additional questions
please contact me using the above details.
Please only call after 6pm as I am at work before.
If you wish to make a booking please ensure you
provide the following information :
Name of Organisation and Contact Name
Address of Venue (inc postcode)
Which presentation you’d like
Required date and time of the presentation
Parking Arrangements
I will travel anywhere in the Kent, Essex, London,
East & West Sussex. I am based in Maidstone, Kent.
I provide talks both in the daytime or evening.
My fees start from £95 (plus travel expenses at 50p a
mile of more than 25 miles from Maidstone). I bring
souvenirs which can be purchased as mementos.
Electronic lecture notes are available FOC on request.
Please note all my talks last a full hour and cannot be
reduced as they contain no “filler” content.
I have my own AV equipment but request a projector
screen or blank wall (wall preferred) and a small table.
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"Do what you do well
so they will want to see it again and
bring their friends."

www.guyinthesky.co.uk

Red Arrows
Smoke On - Go!

Concorde
Supersonic Cover Up?

Avro Vulcan
The Delta Deterrent

Stealth Aircraft
State of the Art Warfare

Battle of Britain
Victory Against the Odds

The Dambusters
The Impossible Mission

Red Arrows pilots are
amongst the most highlyskilled and experienced
within the Royal Air
Force. This presentation
explores the history of
RAF Aerobatics teams
and includes a look at
what goes into making the
RAF Red Arrows the
premier aerobatics team
in the world.

The fastest passenger
aircraft of all time. First
flown in 1969, this iconic
vehicle was ahead of its
time in so many ways.
This presentation explore
the history and technology
of the aircraft. It also
explores the Paris crash
and oﬀers new insight into
the sequence of events on
that fateful day.

My most popular
presentation

One of my most popular
presentations

Designed to drop a
nuclear payload deep
within Russia, this deltawinged aircraft together
with the Victor and Valiant
made up the UK V-Force.
This presentation will
explore all aspects of the
aircraft including my role
in the restoration of the
last flying Vulcan. Do you
know why every Vulcan
carried a RAT? Or how the
Vulcan was used to
develop Concorde?

Development of stealth
technology began in
Germany during WWII.
This presentation will look
at well-known examples
of stealth aircraft including
the F-117 Nighthawk,
the B-2 Spirit, the F-22
Raptor and the F-35
Lightning II. Learn about
the technologies used to
create these state-of-art
war machines. We also
explore the future of
Stealth Technology.

This presentation
examines the aircraft,
pilots and tactics used to
ensure victory in the skies.
It oﬀers a unique insight
into the RAF perspective
of the Battle of Britain and
how the outcome was
almost very diﬀerent.
Re-live the iconic vision of
Spitfires and Hurricanes
battling to preserve our
freedoms high above
Southern England. A
pivotal moment in WWII.

Operation “Chastise” has
become a legend in
military history as it
contains all the
traditionally admired
military attributes of
originality, surprise and
heroism coupled with a
dramatic outcome. It
explores the roles of Guy
Gibson and Barnes Wallis.
Do you know the links this
mission has with Herne
Bay, or where you can still
see the bouncing bombs?

How The 747
Got Its Hump

History Makers
Pioneers from Kent

The Space Race
Who Really Won?

Donald Campbell
Record Breaker

4 Minute Warning
It Almost Happened

SAS Embassy Siege
Standby Standby!

The Boeing 747 is
perhaps one of the most
recognisable aircraft in
service today. This
presentation looks at the
success of this versatile
aircraft. Did you know
747’s transported the
Space Shuttle?
Would you like to find out
what unique features are
built into Airforce One, the
presidential aircraft of the
United States? Then this
is the talk for you!
A new talk for 2020.

Kent has been home to a
number of genuine
pioneers who broke the
mould and, for better or
for worse, wrote
themselves into the
history books. For them,
fame was hard earned
and a result of years of
toil. This presentation
takes a look at just a
handful of the perhaps
lesser-known Kentish folk
who have a place in
history. A new talk due
to go live in 2020.

Many people agree that
the space race ended on
July 20, 1969, when Neil
Armstrong stepped onto
the moon for the first time.
However, the story did not
end there. This
presentation looks at the
achievements of both the
Soviet Union and America
and answers the question,
Who Won The Space
Race? It also looks at the
new space race, one
which is only just
beginning!

Donald Campbell was
obsessed by speed. He
remains the only person to
set both world land and
water speed records in
the same year (1964).
Do you know who
Mr Whoppit is?
You will find out this, and
much more about this
unique and very British
icon. The presentation
includes documentary
footage of Campbell
speaking about his speed
record attempts.

The 4-minute warning was
a public alert system
conceived by the British
Government during the
Cold War and operated
between 1953 & 1992.
This talk examines
the nuclear threat, what
would have happened
should the alarm have
sounded and its
consequences.

The SAS assault,
codenamed "Operation
Nimrod", was broadcast
live on peak-time TV. Now
discover the inside story
of what lead up to the
raid, how it almost went
tragically wrong, and how
it cemented the Special
Air Services as one of the
elite Special Forces.

Note : This talk may not
be suitable for all due to
the nature of the subject.

STOP PRESS! For a small
additional fee I can bring
examples of SAS
weapons and equipment.

